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ABSTRACT

We develop a term structure model where the short interest rate and the market
price of risks are subject to discrete regime shifts. Empirical evidence from effi-
cient method of moments estimation provides considerable support for the regime
shifts model. Standard models, which include affine specifications with up to three
factors, are sharply rejected in the data. Our diagnostics show that only the regime
shifts model can account for the well-documented violations of the expectations
hypothesis, the observed conditional volatility, and the conditional correlation across
yields. We find that regimes are intimately related to business cycles.

MANY PAPERS DOCUMENT THAT THE UNIVARIATE short interest rate process can be
reasonably well modeled in the time series as a regime switching process
~see Hamilton ~1988!, Garcia and Perron ~1996!!. In addition to this statis-
tical evidence, there are economic reasons as well to believe that regime
shifts are important to understanding the behavior of the entire yield curve.
For example, business cycle expansion and contraction “regimes” potentially
have first order effects on inf lationary expectations, monetary policy, and
nominal interest rates. Such shifts in regimes, on economic grounds, contain
the possibility of significant impact not only on the short interest rates but
the entire term structure of interest rates. However, standard term struc-
ture models, such as the Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross ~1985; CIR! and affine
models, do not consider the possibility of discrete changes in regimes despite
the potential for sizable effects from such regime shifts. In the context of the
U.S. treasury yields, the poor empirical performance of the various versions
of the CIR model ~see Brown and Dybvig ~1986!, Chen and Scott ~1993!,
Gibbons and Ramaswamy ~1993!, and Pearson and Sun ~1994!! may well be
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due to the fact that they do not consider the possibility of discrete regime
shifts.1

A common approach, as in Gray ~1996! and Ang and Bekaert ~1998!, is to
model only the short interest rate as a regime switching process. In this
paper, we present a model where regime shifts affect the entire term struc-
ture of interest rates. Other papers that develop term structure models with
regime shifts include Naik and Lee ~1997! and Evans ~1998!. The model
presented in this paper differs from that in Naik and Lee; among other
differences, we allow regime shifts to also affect the parameters that govern
the market prices of risks. This, as discussed below, is important to capture
the conditional second moment properties of the yields and the violations
of the expectations hypothesis. Evidence provided in Dai and Singleton ~2000b!,
Jagannathan, Kaplin, and Sun ~2000!, Ahn, Dittmar, and Gallant ~2002!, and
Duffee ~2002! also indicates that richer dynamics for the market prices of risks
may be required to capture the observed yield curve dynamics. In an inde-
pendent study, Evans ~1998! examines implications for risk premia on bonds
in a model where consumption and inf lation are subject to regime shifts. In
contrast, the factors and regimes in this paper are treated as latent. Further,
our focus is on simultaneously explaining the transition density for nominal
yields and the well documented violations of the expectations hypothesis.

To provide a consistent method to estimate various models under consid-
eration, we rely on a simulation-based estimator for the model. In particu-
lar, we use the efficient method of moments ~EMM!, developed in Bansal
et al. ~1995! and Gallant and Tauchen ~1996! to estimate all the models
under consideration. Tests of overidentifying restrictions based on the EMM
method provide a way to compare different, potentially nonnested models.
This estimation technique forces the model to confront several important
aspects of the data, such as the conditional volatility and correlation across
different yields. To provide diagnostics that permit sharp discrimination across
models, we rely on the reprojection methods developed by Gallant and Tauchen
~1998!. The empirical exercise relies on U.S. Treasury bills and bonds data
from 1964 to 1995.

Our empirical evidence suggests that the benchmark CIR and affine model
specifications with up to three factors are sharply rejected with p-values of
zero. The only model specification that finds support in the data ~with p-value
of 14 percent! is our preferred two-factor regime switching model where the
market price of risks depends on regime shifts. The two-factor regime switch-
ing model with restrictions on the market price of risk, related to the Naik
and Lee ~1997! specification, is also rejected in the data.

The key dimension of discrimination across models lies in their ability to
capture the conditional volatility and the conditional cross-correlation across
yields. Our preferred regime shifts specification is capable of duplicating

1 In particular, evidence provided by Brown and Dybvig ~1986! shows that the parameters of
the model change considerably across time, a feature which is consistent with the premise of
regime shifts.
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these features of the data quite well: Affine and CIR specifications have
considerable difficulty in matching these aspects of the data. In addition, the
preferred regime shifts model specification also can duplicate the violations
of the expectations hypothesis as documented in Campbell and Shiller ~1991!.
The affine and CIR specifications have difficulty in matching these viola-
tions as well. Exploring the implications for the expectations hypothesis,
from the perspective of affine and CIR model specifications is also the focus
of Roberds and Whiteman ~1999!, Backus et al. ~2000!, and Dai and Single-
ton ~2000a!.

Our diagnostics of the various models show that our preferred regime
shifts model specification produces the smallest cross-sectional pricing er-
rors across all the specifications considered in the paper. Further, the ex-
tracted regimes are intimately related to the slope of the yield curve and
business cycles: Regimes with low yield spreads occur prior to or during
business contractions ~see Harvey ~1988! and Estrella and Hardouvelis ~1991!
for related evidence!.

The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. Sec-
tion I presents the regime shifts term structure model. Section II discusses
the empirical evidence: model estimation and specifications test, an array of
diagnostics based on the conditional correlation and volatility, cross-
sectional implications on pricing errors, violations of the expectation hypoth-
esis, and the link between regime classification and business cycles. The
technical details on implementing the simulation-based EMM estimator is
supplied in Appendix D. The last section presents concluding comments.

I. Models for the Term Structure of Interest Rate

In this section, we present the term structure model that incorporates
regime shifts. The derivation focuses on a single factor ~i.e., state variable!
as the extensions to the multifactor case follow immediately from the single
square-root factor case and are discussed in Appendices B and C. Our dis-
crete time analysis to characterize the term structure is related to that in
Sun ~1992!, Backus and Zin ~1994!, and Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay ~1997!.
It is important to note that the solution to the yield curve in the regime
shifts model relies on a log-linear approximation.

To fix ideas, it is useful to first consider the benchmark 1-Factor @CIR#
model. The key building block of this benchmark case is the state variable
xt , which follows the square-root process,

xt11 2 xt 5 k~u 2 xt ! 1 s!xtut11, ~1!

where ut11 ; N~0,1! is a white noise, k is the mean reversion parameter, u
is the long-run mean parameter, and s is the local variance parameter. Based
on ~1!, it follows that Et @xt11# 5 xt 1 k~u 2 xt ! and Vart ~xt11! 5 s2xt . This
is the discrete time counterpart to the CIR model, discussed in considerable
detail in Sun ~1992! and Campbell et al. ~1997!. We further assume that the
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pricing kernel ~in equilibrium, the intertemporal marginal rate of substitu-
tion!, Mt11, can be written as,

Mt11 5 exp H2rf, t 2 S l

s
D2 xt

2
2

l

s
!xtut11J. ~2!

Note that Et @Mt11# 5 exp~2rf, t !, where rf, t is the continuous one-period risk-
free rate: The conditional mean of the pricing kernel must equal the price of
the one period default-free discount bond. Sun ~1992! also shows that this
discrete time specification converges to the continuous-time specification when
the interval across adjacent time periods shrinks. The CIR specification and
its multifactor extensions are special cases of the regime shifts model that
we discuss next.

We are interested in deriving the implications for the term structure when
the economy is subject to regime shifts. To keep things tractable, we will
model the regime shifts process as a two-state Markov process as in Ham-
ilton ~1989!. Suppose that the evolution of tomorrow’s regime st11 5 0,1
given today’s regime st 5 0,1 is governed by the transitional probability
matrix of a Markov chain

P 5 F p00 p01

p10 p11
G, ~3!

where (j50,1 pij 5 1 and 0 , pij , 1.2 To emphasize the uncertainty of future
regime shifts in the following structural development, we use st11 instead of
j. In addition to the discrete regime shifts of the economy, as in the bench-
mark case, the economy is also affected by a continuous state variable,

xt11 2 xt 5 kst11
~ust11

2 xt ! 1 sst11!xtut11, ~4!

where kst11
, ust11

, and sst11
are the regime-dependent mean reversion, long-

run mean, and volatility parameters, respectively. All these parameters are
subject to discrete regime shifts. Specifically, xt11 2 xt 5 k0~u0 2 xt ! 1
s0!xtut11, if the regime st11 5 0, and xt11 2 xt 5 k1~u1 2 xt ! 1 s1!xtut11, if
the regime st11 5 1. Note that the innovation in process ~4!, ut11, is condi-
tionally normal given xt and st11.3 It is also assumed that the agents in the
economy observe the regimes, though the econometrician may possibly not
observe the regimes.

2 When the transition probability is independent of the regime, that is when p00 5 p10 and
we get a nonpersistent ~i.i.d.! regime switching process. Note that this probability restriction
implies that p01 5 1 2 p00 5 p11, and p00 1 p11 5 1. Further p00 1 p11 2 1, as shown in
Hamilton ~1990!, determines the persistence in the regime switching process, which in the i.i.d.
case is zero.

3 For analytical tractability, we assume that the process for regime shifts st11 is independent
of xt112l , l 5 0{{{`. This is similar to the assumptions made in Hamilton’s regime switching
models.
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The pricing kernel for this economy is similar to that in the benchmark
case, save for incorporating regime shifts

Mt11 5 exp H2rf, t 2 Slst11

sst11
D2 xt

2
2

lst11

sst11

!xtut11J. ~5!

In the standard representative agent economy with log preferences, the equi-
librium pricing kernel ~or IMRS! depends on the consumption and inf lation
process: The above specification of the pricing kernel captures the intuition
that these aggregate processes are latent and subject to regime shifts ~as in
Hamilton ~1989!!. The details of this general equilibrium argument which
motivates ~5! are presented in Appendix A. Note that the l parameter that
affects the risk premia on bonds is also subject to regime shifts and hence
depends on st11.

With regime shifts, we conjecture that the bond price with n periods to
maturity, at date t depends on the regime st 5 i, i 5 0,1, and xt

Pi ~t, n! 5 exp $2Ai ~n! 2 Bi ~n!xt %.

The one-period-ahead bond price, analogously, depends on st11 and xt11

Pst11
~t 1 1, n 2 1! 5 exp $2Ast11

~n 2 1! 2 Bst11
~n 2 1!xt11%.

In addition, we impose the boundary condition Ai~0! 5 Bi~0! 5 0 and the
normalization Ai~1! 5 0, Bi~1! 5 1, for i 5 0,1, that is, rf, t 5 xt . Setting
rf, t 5 xt and using a log-linear approximation, the key asset pricing condi-
tion that follows is ~see Appendix C for details!

(
st1150,1

pist11F2xt 1 mn,st11, t 1
sn,st11, t

2

2
1 Bst11

~n 2 1!lst11
xtG 5 0, ~6!

with i 5 0,1. The conditional mean and volatility of the bond return in re-
gime st11 is mn,st11, t and sn,st11, t

2 , respectively. With discrete regime shifts,
~6! is the asset pricing restriction on the risk premium. It is important to
note that the risk premium depends only on the current regime st and xt .
Specifically, note that ~6! can equivalently be stated as

EtFmn,st11, t 1
sn,st11, t

2

2
2 rf, t 6xt ,stG 5 2xt Et @Bst11

~n 2 1!lst11
6st # . ~7!

Note that all risk premiums and bond prices at date t depend only on st ~the
current regime! and xt . To get some further intuition regarding the risk
premium result, note that 2sst11

Bst11
~n 2 1!!xt is the exposure of the bond
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return to the standardized ~i.e., N~0,1!! shock ut11 in regime st11. Further,
@~lst11

0sst11
!!xt# is the exposure of the pricing kernel ~more precisely,

2Mt110Et @Mt11# ! to ut11 in regime st11. The covariance between these ex-
posures determine the compensation for risk in regime st11. Hence, the risk
compensation for regime st11 is the product

2 sst11
Bst11

~n 2 1!!xt 3 F lst11

sst11

!xtG 5 2Bst11
~n 2 1!lst11

xt .

Given information regarding st ~the current regime!, xt , and the regime tran-
sition probabilities, agents integrate out the future regime, st11, which leads
to the risk premium result stated in ~7!.

The market price of risk, as discussed in Cochrane ~2001!, can be com-
puted as the risk premium on an asset with a unit exposure to the source of
~standardized! risk. Consequently, using the above analysis, an asset return
with an exposure of 21 to the standardized shock ut11 would have a risk
premium of 2Et @~lst11

0sst11
!6st #!xt; this is the risk premium per unit of

standard deviation, and, hence, the market price of risk. Using exactly the
same logic, it also follows that the market price of risk in the 1-Factor @CIR#
model is 2~l0s!!xt.4

In the regime shifts model, the continuous bond returns, from the per-
spective of economic agents, are distributed as a conditional mixture of nor-
mals. In the standard case, bond returns are conditionally normal. The risk
premium restriction, ~6!, also shows that agents anticipate the effects of
regime shifts and are compensated for it. For example, if the probability of
the high risk regime is greater when st 5 0, then agents will demand a
greater risk premium in regime st 5 0, relative to when they are in regime
st 5 1. Further, if regimes are fairly persistent, then the effects of a regime
switch on the risk premium and hence the term structure will be infrequent,
but potentially large when a regime switch does happen. This feature, in
addition to the implied distribution for bond returns ~and yields!, distin-
guishes the regime switching model from the standard 1-Factor @CIR# model
discussed above.

From ~6!, it is evident that the risk premium on bonds depends on the
current regime i, xt and is also governed by the regime-dependent risk pa-
rameters l0 and l1. If the risk parameters across two regimes are restricted
to be the same ~i.e., l0 5 l1!, we arrive at a specification related to that in
Naik and Lee ~1997!. Allowing the risk parameters to depend on the regimes
opens an additional channel for regime shifts to affect bond prices. This
feature, as discussed below, is important for understanding many of the quan-
titative features of term structure data.

4 Note that the market prices of risks for additional square-root factors, xt11, can be char-
acterized in an analogous manner.
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Given ~6!, the solution for the bond prices can be derived by solving for the
unknown coefficients A and B. In particular we show

F B0~n!

B1~n! G 5 F p00 p01

p10 p11
G3 ~1 2 k0 2 l0!B0~n 2 1! 2

1

2
s0

2 B0
2~n 2 1! 1 1

~1 2 k1 2 l1!B1~n 2 1! 2
1

2
s1

2 B1
2~n 2 1! 1 1 4 ~8!

and

F A0~n!

A1~n! G 5 F p00 p01

p10 p11
GF A0~n 2 1! 1 k0 u0 B0~n 2 1!

A1~n 2 1! 1 k1 u1 B1~n 2 1! G, ~9!

with initial conditions A0~0! 5 A1~0! 5 B0~0! 5 B1~0! 5 0. As these coeffi-
cients depend on the current regime, the current yield curve consequently
depends only on the current regime and xt . Note that bond price coefficients
are mutually dependent on both the regimes: Current bond prices ref lect
agents’ expectations regarding regime shifts in the future.

Finally, the bond yield of a K factor regime-switching model can be de-
rived in an analogous manner ~see Appendix C for details!:

Ys~t, n! 5 2
ln Ps~t, n!

n
5

As~n!

n
1 (

k51

K Bks~n!xkt

n
. ~10!

It is worth noting that the yield curve restrictions, such as ~10!, can be
derived from a representative agent-based general equilibrium model of the
type considered in Lucas ~1978! and is brief ly discussed in Appendix A. In-
dependently, Evans ~1998! also presents a related general equilibrium model
that incorporates regime shifts.

II. Estimation Results and Model Diagnostics

A. Methodology

In estimation, our focus will be to evaluate if the different models can
justify the observed behavior of two interest rates—the six-month U.S. T-bill
rate and the five-year U.S. T-bond rate. We explore the ability of three types
of models to justify the observed conditional distribution of the two interest
rates under consideration: benchmark CIR and affine models with up to
three latent factors and two-factor regime switching models. To utilize a
consistent approach for evaluation and estimation across the different models,
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we rely on the simulation-based EMM ~efficient method of moments! esti-
mator, developed in Bansal et al. ~1995! and Gallant and Tauchen ~1996!.

The EMM estimator consists of two steps. First, the empirical condi-
tional density of observed interest rates is estimated by a seminonparamet-
ric ~SNP! series expansion. This SNP expansion has a VAR-ARCH Gaussian
density as its leading term, and departures from the Gaussian leading
term are captured by a Hermite polynomial expansion. Second, the score
functions from the log-likelihood of the SNP density are used as moments
to construct a GMM-type criterion function. The scores are evaluated using
the simulation output from a given term structure model and the criterion
function is minimized with respect to the parameters on the term structure
model under consideration. By using the scores from the nonparametric
SNP density as the moment conditions, the model is forced to match the
conditional distribution of the observed six-month and five-year yields. This
is a GMM-type estimator, which, in addition to providing comparable ~across
models! measures for specification tests, also permits a series of interest-
ing diagnostics to understand the advantages and shortcomings of the dif-
ferent models under consideration. In particular, the normalized objective
function acts as an omnibus specification test, which is distributed as a
chi-square ~as in GMM! with degrees of freedom equal to the number of
scores ~moment conditions! less the number of parameters in the particu-
lar term-structure model.

Note that the distance matrix ~the weight matrix in GMM! used in con-
structing the specification test is identical across different model specifica-
tions ~the null hypotheses!. Consequently, the p-values based on this
specification test can be directly compared across different structural mod-
els to identify the best model specification.5 It is well recognized in the lit-
erature that tests for the absence of regime shifts against a regime-shifting
alternative require nonstandard approaches ~see Garcia ~1992! and Hansen
~1992!!. Our approach of comparing all the considered models to a common
nonparametric density ~the SNP density! allows us to rank order all the
considered models according to the p-values implied by the EMM criterion
function. The advantage of using the nonparametric SNP, as discussed in
Gallant and Tauchen ~1999!, is that it can asymptotically converge to virtu-
ally any smooth distributions, including mixture distributions ~as is the case
with a model of regime shifts!.6 Greater details regarding the nonparametric
SNP and the EMM estimator are provided in Appendix D.

5 For a discussion of the importance of having the same distance matrix, for a consistent
comparison across models, see Hansen and Jagannathan ~1997!.

6 Further, Gallant and Tauchen ~1999! show that EMM can provide more efficient estimates
relative to alternative method of moment estimators such as simulated method of moments ~see
Duffie and Singleton ~1993!!. As is typical with GMM-type estimators, recent Monte Carlo
studies have documented the overrejection bias of EMM ~see Andersen, Chung, and Sørenson
~1999! and Zhou ~2001!!, in small to moderate sample sizes; therefore, the test is more conser-
vative and cautious in model selection.
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B. Data Description

The data set ranging from June 1964 to December 1995 was obtained
from the Center for Research in Security Prices ~CRSP!. There are a total of
379 monthly observations, with nine maturities of one, three, six, and nine
months and one, two, three, four, and five years. Longstaff and Schwartz
~1992! also use this data set to estimate their term structure model. It is
important to recognize that the data period 1964 to 1995 contains five major
recessions and six major expansions, which, as stated earlier, provides po-
tential economic motivation for incorporating regime shifts. In the latter
part of the paper, we will show an intimate link between business cycles and
extracted regimes based on the estimated term structure model.

The summary statistics of these monthly yields are given in Table I. It is
clear that, on average, the yield curve is upward sloping. The standard de-
viation, positive skewness, and kurtosis are systematically higher for short
maturities than for long ones. Many of the important dynamics of the two
yields are recovered by the estimated SNP density.

To incorporate important time-series and cross-sectional aspects of term
structure data, we focus on a short-term and a long-term yield—the yield on
the six-month bill and the five-year note. All the structural models—one-,
two-, and three-factor with or without regime-switching—are forced to match
the conditional bivariate joint dynamics of these two yields. We did not use
the one-month or three-month yield to represent the short end, because they
are more likely to be inf luenced by liquidity needs ~see Bansal and Coleman
~1996!!.7 The time series plots of the basis yields are reported in Figure 1.

The estimation results of the chosen nonparametric SNP specification are
reported in Tables II and III ~see Table A1 in Appendix D for technical no-
tations of the SNP specifications!. In the first step of the EMM procedure,
we tried to fit a seminonparametric ~SNP! density of the bivariate joint dy-
namics of the two basis yields. This SNP density is a Hermite polynomial
expansion of a normal density with the leading term as VAR-in-mean and
ARCH-in-standard deviation.

7 In addition, see Liu, Longstaff, and Mandell ~2000! for term structure evidence.

Table I

Summary Statistics of Monthly Yield Data
There are 379 monthly observations of the yields with nine maturities. The data are obtained
from CRSP ~Center for Research in Security Prices! bond files, ranging from June 1964 to
December 1995.

Maturity 1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 9 Months 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years 5 Years

Mean 0.0645 0.0672 0.0694 0.0709 0.0713 0.0734 0.0750 0.0762 0.0769
Std. Dev. 0.0265 0.0271 0.0270 0.0269 0.0260 0.0252 0.0244 0.0240 0.0237
Skewness 1.2111 1.2118 1.1518 1.1013 1.0307 0.9778 0.9615 0.9263 0.8791
Kurtosis 4.5902 4.5237 4.3147 4.1605 3.9098 3.6612 3.5897 3.5063 3.3531
Minimum 0.0265 0.0277 0.0287 0.0299 0.0311 0.0366 0.0387 0.0397 0.0398
Maximum 0.1640 0.1612 0.1655 0.1644 0.1581 0.1564 0.1556 0.1582 0.1500
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Table II reports the choice of SNP density and the BIC ~Bayesian infor-
mation criterion! value, based on which we choose our preferred specifica-
tion. The leading term of the bivariate SNP density, being conditionally normal,
has one lag in the VAR-based conditional mean ~notationally Lm 5 1! and
five lags in ARCH specification ~Lr 5 5!. If all other terms in the SNP den-
sity were zeroed out, then the SNP density specification would indeed be
this conditional normal density. However, the preferred specification allows
for departures from conditional normality. In particular, it chooses a poly-
nomial of order 4 ~Kz 5 4! in the standardized residual z; this overall spec-
ification of the nonparametric density leads to a “semiparametric ARCH”
specification for the bivariate data. This specification is similar to that pro-
posed by Engle and González-Rivera ~1991!. This specification allows for
skewness and kurtosis in the SNP distribution. The total number of param-
eters for this semiparametric ARCH specification is 28; that is, lu 5 28.
Hence, the total number of scores that we have from this SNP density is also
28. Note that these scores serve the role of moment restrictions in a method-
of-moments-type estimation. The information criterion for choosing the pre-
ferred SNP specification is the minimum value of BIC provided in Table II.

Figure 1. Observed short rate and long rate.
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Table II

SNP Score Generator
The SNP score generator has a leading ARCH term with Lm lags in conditional mean and Lr

in conditional standard deviation. The standardized innovation has a normal density stretched
by a squared Hermite polynomial with degree of Kz. Since it is a bivariate SNP density,
the interaction polynomial term above the Iz degree is suppressed as zero. Similarly, the coef-
ficient of the z-polynomial may depend on the lagged history through a Kx degree polynomial
with the interaction term above Ix degree being suppressed as zero. The lag order Lp on
x-polynomial is inoperative if Kx 5 0 and set to Lp 5 1 by convention. The total number of
parameters is lu. The BIC preferred choice is 1514200. The last two columns report the mini-
mized objective function

sn~ Du! 5 2
1

n (t51
n log@ f ~ Iyt 6 Ixt21, Du!# ,

and BIC information criterion

BIC 5 sn~ Du! 1
lu

2n
log~n!.

Lm Lr Lp Kz Iz Kx Ix lu sn~ Du! BIC

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 9 20.79431 20.72073
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 13 20.82011 20.71383
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 17 20.82763 20.68865

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 11 20.96388 20.87395
1 2 1 0 0 0 0 13 20.98904 20.88276
1 3 1 0 0 0 0 15 21.01872 20.89609
1 4 1 0 0 0 0 17 21.07256 20.93358
1 5 1 0 0 0 0 19 21.09188 20.93656
1 6 1 0 0 0 0 21 21.09328 20.92160
1 7 1 0 0 0 0 23 21.09922 20.91119

1 5 1 4 3 0 0 27 21.14488 20.92416
r 1 5 1 4 2 0 0 28 21.17202 20.94311

1 5 1 4 1 0 0 30 21.17230 20.92704
1 5 1 4 0 0 0 33 21.20102 20.93124
1 5 1 5 4 0 0 29 21.15141 20.91433
1 5 1 5 3 0 0 30 21.17326 20.92801
1 5 1 5 2 0 0 32 21.18655 20.92494
1 5 1 5 1 0 0 35 21.21327 20.92714
1 5 1 5 0 0 0 39 21.21690 20.89807
1 5 1 6 5 0 0 31 21.17734 20.92391
1 5 1 6 4 0 0 32 21.18399 20.92239
1 5 1 6 3 0 0 34 21.18758 20.90962
1 5 1 6 2 0 0 37 21.19769 20.89521
1 5 1 6 1 0 0 41 21.22820 20.89302
1 5 1 6 0 0 0 46 21.23516 20.85910
1 5 1 4 2 1 0 48 21.24496 20.85256
1 5 1 4 2 2 1 68 21.28923 20.73332
1 5 1 4 2 2 0 78 21.30853 20.67087
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Table III

Parameter Estimates of Projected SNP Density
The SNP density is described in Appendix D, and the specification search is reported in Table II.
The parameter in the Hermite polynomial function a~i, j ! stands for the term with ith power on
the short yield and jth power on the long yield. The parameter in the conditional mean function
is, respectively, m~1,0! constant in short yield, m~2,0! constant in long yield, m~1,1! lag one
short yield in short yield equation, m~2,1! lag one long yield in short yield equation, m~1,2! lag
one short yield in long yield equation, and m~2,2! lag one long yield in long yield equation. The
parameter in ARCH standard deviation function is R~k, l !—the short yield ~k 5 1! or long yield
~k 5 2! with lag equals to l. The variable R~3! is the constant off-diagonal term, a partial
contribution to the covariance. The negative sample mean log-likelihood sn, and BIC informa-
tion criterion are the same as those in Table II.

Parameter Estimate Standard Error

Hermite a~0,0! 1.00000 ~0.00000!

a~0,1! 20.03861 ~0.08103!

a~1,0! 0.49154 ~0.10908!

a~0,2! 20.13739 ~0.06996!

a~1,1! 0.17944 ~0.07162!

a~2,0! 20.00415 ~0.09781!

a~0,3! 0.01735 ~0.01406!

a~3,0! 20.06015 ~0.04077!

a~0,4! 0.02044 ~0.00742!

a~4,0! 20.01098 ~0.01556!

Mean m~2,0! 20.09681 ~0.01521!

m~1,0! 20.02068 ~0.01273!

m~2,2! 0.95940 ~0.02201!

m~2,1! 0.02563 ~0.01576!

m~1,2! 20.01187 ~0.01954!

m~1,1! 0.94979 ~0.01529!

ARCH R~1,0! 0.04595 ~0.01034!

R~2,0! 0.08426 ~0.01093!

R~3! 0.19853 ~0.07145!

R~1,1! 0.10511 ~0.01548!

R~2,1! 0.12883 ~0.04020!

R~1,2! 20.01868 ~0.05845!

R~2,2! 0.13730 ~0.04346!

R~1,3! 0.02818 ~0.06784!

R~2,3! 0.07998 ~0.04836!

R~1,4! 0.25753 ~0.07586!

R~2,4! 0.12819 ~0.05029!

R~1,5! 0.03728 ~0.05829!

R~2,5! 0.22468 ~0.05443!

Spec 5 s1514200 sn 5 21.17202 BIC 5 20.94311
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Table III gives the parameter estimates of the SNP density. The preferred
specification, for future reference, is Lm 5 1, Lr 5 5, Kz 5 4. Figure 2 presents
a plot of the bivariate density.8

Given the estimated nonparametric SNP density, it is possible to compute
the conditional moments of the observed interest rates analytically. It is
fairly instructive to focus on some specific aspects of the estimated nonpara-
metric SNP bivariate density. The top panels in Figures 7 and 8 give the
estimated conditional volatilities of the six-month and five-year yields, which

8 Note that, in our preferred specification, the interaction terms above degree 2 are sup-
pressed ~i.e., Iz 5 2!, and the coefficients of the polynomial do not depend on the lagged values
of the interest rates, x, that is Kx 5 0. When Kx 5 0, it also follows that the x-polynomial as
coefficients of z-polynomial are all constants; hence, these coefficients are not depending on lag
state x, and, in this case, Lp 5 1. For greater details, see Appendix D, Gallant and Tauchen
~1989!, and Tauchen ~1997!.

Figure 2. SNP joint and marginal densities. The top-left panel is the joint SNP density, and
the top-right panel is the quantile contour plot at 10 percent intervals. For bottom panels, the
solid lines are SNP marginal densities and the dashed lines are normal densities with the same
mean and variance.
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seem to be very persistent and fairly volatile. The short interest rate has a
wide range for the conditional volatility which peaks around 1980. The range
for the five-year yield volatility is narrow, relative to that of the six-month
yield. The top panel of Figure 9 provides information regarding the condi-
tional covariance across the two yields; note that this covariance varies con-
siderably and also peaks in the early 1980s. The top panel in Figure 10
shows the conditional correlation between the six-month and five-year yields;
the range for this correlation is from about 40 percent to 90 percent—a wide
range indeed. The most volatile period for bond yields the early 1980s sees
is associated with a considerable drop in the conditional correlation. The
behavior of the conditional variance and the cross-correlation, as docu-
mented above, poses a serious challenge to the various term-structure mod-
els under consideration. Moreover, these features of the data are critical for
pricing interest-rate-sensitive derivative securities. Hence, these dimen-
sions of the data are important for evaluating the plausibility of term-
structure models. Jagannathan et al. ~2000! also highlight the economic
importance of matching the conditional volatility of interest rates, and the
difficulties that benchmark specifications, such as the CIR model, pose in
matching the volatility of interest rates.

C. Estimation Results and Goodness of Fit

Table IV gives the main EMM estimation results for different models:
one-factor square-root ~1-Factor @CIR# !, one-factor regime-switching ~1-
Factor @RS# !, two-factor square-root ~2-Factor @CIR# !, two-factor regime-
switching ~2-Factor @RS# !, two-factor regime-switching with restrictions on
the risk premium parameters ~i.e., l10 5 l11 and l20 5 l21! related to the
Naik and Lee ~1997! specification ~2-Factor @RSc# !, three-factor square-root
~3-Factor @CIR# !, and three-factor affine ~3-Factor @AF# !. The results reported
here are for a simulation size of 50,000. The square-root factors are gener-
ated monthly, and the bond price formula given in ~10! is applied with one
month being the time interval; consequently, the five-year bond is treated as
a 60-month bond ~similarly for the six-month bond!. The datum that was
used for estimation was the monthly yield multiplied by 12; analogously, the
simulated monthly yields are also multiplied by 12. Note that the optimized
objective function of EMM estimation serves as a specification test, which is
distributed as a chi-square with degrees of freedom equal to 28 ~the number
of SNP scores! minus the number of structural parameters ~varying across
different models!.

The single factor CIR model ~1-Factor @CIR# ! is sharply rejected with a
p-value less than 0.0000. The magnitudes and signs of the parameter esti-
mates are close to those reported in the literature for the monthly frequency.
The one factor model with regime-shifts ~1-Factor @RS# ! is also rejected with
a p-value less than 0.0000. It is worth noting that the regimes do not differ
much in the mean-reversion coefficient or the long-run mean. The key dif-
ference is in the volatility; regime 0 volatility s0 is more than twice that in
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Table IV

Model Estimation by Efficient Method of Moments
The seven term-structure models are laid out in Section I. The 1-Factor@RS# or 2-Factor @RS# models refers to the regime-shifts specification. The 2-Factor@RSc#
specification is a regime-shifts model that restricts the market prices of risk across the two regimes to be the same. The x-Factor @CIR# model is the
Cox–Ingersoll–Ross model with x factors. The 3-Factor @AF# model is the affine specification mentioned in the main text. The simulation size of EMM
~efficient method of moments! is chosen to be 50,000 for all the seven models.

1-Factor @CIR# 1-Factor @RS# 2-Factor @CIR# 2-Factor @RSc# 2-Factor @RS# 3-Factor @CIR# 3-Factor @AF#

Factor 1 Regime 0
u10 0.00612~0.00006! 0.00526~0.00009! 0.00296~0.00025! 0.00389~0.00059! 0.00437~0.00003! 0.00348~0.00006! 1.30e-7~1.00e-8!
k10 0.01638~0.00057! 0.01644~0.00068! 0.02888~0.00392! 0.03480~0.00884! 0.03388~0.00199! 0.03309~0.00127! 0.02411~0.00054!
s10 0.00404~0.00003! 0.00544~0.00012! 0.00424~0.00014! 0.00403~0.00039! 0.00421~0.00002! 0.00328~0.00007! 4.57e-5~2.80e-7!
l10 20.00578~0.00047! 20.00337~0.00049! 20.00157~0.00354! 0.01220~0.00804! 0.01155~0.00112! 20.00254~0.00221! 20.03513~0.00063!

Factor 1 Regime 1
u11 0.00589~0.00026! 0.00395~0.00066! 0.00273~0.00001!
k11 0.01536~0.00115! 0.03692~0.03581! 0.04375~0.00136!
s11 0.00224~0.00006! 0.00500~0.00016! 0.00629~0.00002!
l11 20.01284~0.00068! l11 5 l10 20.03145~0.00086!

Factor 2 Regime 0
u20 0.00171~0.00015! 0.00149~0.00070! 0.00076~0.00001! 0.00051~0.00002! 0.00517~0.00006!
k20 0.00489~0.00015! 0.01448~0.00353! 0.01501~0.00019! 0.03031~0.00190! 0.02255~0.00151!
s20 0.00303~0.00018! 0.00350~0.00061! 0.00392~0.00003! 0.00698~0.00033! 0.00015~0.00001!
l20 20.02157~0.00024! 20.01981~0.00398! 20.02079~0.00005! 20.01658~0.00233! 0.00056~0.00001!

a20.12170~0.00175!
Factor 2 Regime 1

u21 0.00661~0.00679! 0.00540~0.00144!
k21 0.00355~0.00382! 0.00344~0.00102!
s21 0.00328~0.00046! 0.00409~0.00004!
l21 l21 5 l20 20.02287~0.00075!

Factor 3 Regime 0
u30 0.00050~0.00001! b0.01337~0.00010!
k30 0.02377~0.00359! c28.65e02~1.09e01!
s30 0.00452~0.00014! d20.40640~0.00159!
l30 20.04793~0.00327! e2.09e02~0.91953!

Transitional probability Pr$st116st %
p00 0.97564~0.00002! 0.95239~0.00000! 0.94990~0.18118!
p11 0.94489~0.00000! 0.91584~0.06481! 0.91993~0.22329!

Specification test
X 2 132.017 72.245 62.376 45.067 14.717 45.607 76.489
p-Value 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1427 0.0001 0.0000
d.o.f. 24 18 20 12 10 16 15

a Stands for s23. b Stands for k3. c Stands for s31. d Stands for s32. e Stands for l3.
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the low volatility regime, regime 1. In addition, the parameter that governs
the risk premium, l, is larger in the low volatility regime. All the param-
eters are estimated with small standard errors.

The two-factor square-root model ~2-Factor @CIR# ! improves things, but this
specification is still sharply rejected: The model specification test drops to
62.376 with p-value smaller than 0.0000. Since the factors additively deter-
mine the short rate, the long-run mean levels are about half of the one-
factor model. The first factor has higher mean reversion and a larger variance
parameter, relative to the second factor. All parameter estimates are signif-
icant, except the risk premium parameter for the first factor, which is not
significantly different from zero. The inclusion of a second factor provides a
significant improvement over the one-factor benchmark model, though relative
to the regime-shifts one-factor model, the improvement at best is marginal.

Next consider the 2-Factor @RSc# specification in which the risk param-
eters are constrained to be the same across regimes. This specification does
provide an improvement over the standard 2-Factor @CIR# model; however,
the test statistic has a value of 45.067, and the specification is still rejected
with a p-value of 0.0000. The regime probabilities are very persistent ~0.95
and 0.92!. Some parameters are estimated with relatively large standard
errors ~l10, k11, u21, and k21!. The long-run mean, mean-reversion, and local-
variance parameters are not significantly different across regimes for the
first factor, but are quite different across regimes for the second factor.

The best model among all specifications is the two-factor regime-switching
specification, which allows the risk premium parameters ~i.e., the ls! to also
depend on the regimes. This specification finds considerable support in the
data, as the p-value for this specification is about 15 percent, which is well
above conventional levels of significance. In terms of the parameters of in-
terest, note that the first factor for both regimes ~i.e., 0 and 1!, relative to
the second factor, has far greater mean reversion. For both regimes, the first
factor is also more volatile relative to the second factor. The regime 1 vola-
tility parameter is larger for both the factors, and, in this sense, it repre-
sents the more volatile regime. Additionally, the risk premium parameter,
for both factors, is larger for regime 1, the more volatile regime. The regime
probabilities ~standard error! are p11 5 0.91 ~0.22! and p00 5 0.94 ~0.18!. All
the parameters of the model are estimated fairly accurately. These transition
probabilities reported for the 2-Factor @RS# specification are comparable to
those found in other papers ~see Hamilton ~1988!, Cai ~1994!, and Gray ~1996!!.

The 2-Factor @RS# model ~and the 2-Factor @RSc# model as well! can be viewed
as three-factor models with the regime-switching factor being a multiplica-
tive or nonlinear switching process. For a fair comparison of this two-factor
regime-switching model, we also estimate a three-factor CIR model. As Table IV
shows, the 3-Factor @CIR# model is also sharply rejected with the chi-square
being 45.607 and the p-value 0.0001. All the parameter estimates are sig-
nificant, and all factors are associated with a positive risk premium. The
first factor has a high long-run mean, a relatively high mean reversion of
0.033, and a relatively smaller variance. The other two factors have greater
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persistence and volatility. Our empirical evidence suggests that the stan-
dard three-factor CIR model cannot account for the observed behavior of the
short and long yields used in this empirical exercise.

Using the estimated parameter values and its estimated variance–
covariance matrix in our preferred 2-Factor @RS# model, one can perform the
t-test for some interesting hypotheses. These test statistics suggest that the
regime shifts are not an i.i.d. mixture ~tp00512p11

5 2.1507!. The first factor
has significant regime switches in level, mean reversion, and volatility pa-
rameters: The t-ratios are tu105u11

5 7.4972, tk105k11
5 2.7699, and ts105s11

5
45.9025, respectively. Note that the risk parameters are significantly differ-
ent across regimes, tl105l11

5 35.1633. This is indicative of the reasons for the
rejection of the 2-Factor @RSc# specification, which forces l10 to equal l11.
Evidence for significant differences in regimes in the second factor is muted,
with the t-ratios for the level, mean reversion, volatility, and risk param-
eters, being tu205u21

5 1.7521, tk205k21
5 5.6031, ts205s21

5 3.4267, and tl205l21
5

0.3763, respectively.
A recent study by Dai and Singleton ~2000b! found that a three-factor

affine term-structure model, similar to that proposed by Chen ~1996!, passes
the standard statistical test of overidentifying restrictions. The Dai and Single-
ton paper uses swap yields data after 1987 for their empirical exercise. By
confining their study to the swap interest rate data beginning in 1987, much
of the information regarding the behavior of interest rates in recessions ~e.g.,
in 1979–1982 and 1973–1976! does not bear on the estimation. The sample
period from 1964 to 1995 has economically important features that are miss-
ing from the post-1987 period. For example, there is only one short-lived
recession in the early 1990s in the post-1987 sample period. To exhaust al-
ternative affine specifications, we also present empirical results for a three-
factor affine ~labeled here as 3-Factor @AF# !. More specifically, we focus on a
specification that Dai and Singleton ~2000b! labeled as ATSM1~3!. They find
considerable empirical support for this specification using the post-1987 swap
yield data. The discrete time counterpart to this affine specification is

x1t11 2 x1t 5 k1~u1 2 x1t ! 1 s1!x1tu1t11

x2t11 2 x2t 5 k2~u2 2 x2t ! 1 s2 u2t11 1 s23!x1tu3t11

x3t11 2 x3t 5 k3~x2t 2 x3t ! 1!x1tu3t11 1 s31 s1!x1tu1t11 1 s32 s2 u2t11.

~11!

Associated with this 3-Factor @AF# specification are three market-price-of-
risk parameters, which, as before, we label as lk, k 5 1,2,3. In all, there are
13 parameters to estimate. As reported in Table IV, the 3-Factor @AF# spec-
ification is sharply rejected with a X 2~15! 5 76.489 and a p-value of 0.0000.
Our diagnostics, discussed in greater detail below, suggest that the affine
models can to a certain extent capture the conditional correlation of yields;
however, it falls short of matching the conditional volatilities and condi-
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tional covariances. In all, our specification tests provide considerable sup-
port for the two-factor, regime switching model. The considered CIR and
affine specifications seem to have considerable empirical difficulties in cap-
turing the nominal yield dynamics.

D. Diagnostics for Different Model Specifications

In the rest of this section, we will provide a range of diagnostics that allow
us to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the different model spec-
ifications. In particular, these diagnostics reveal why the 2-Factor @RS# spec-
ification finds considerable empirical support, while the other specifications
discussed above do not. The diagnostics include looking at the t-ratios for
the fitted scores, the reprojected density with its implications for the condi-
tional volatility and cross-correlation for observed yields, and a comparison
of the model-implied term structure relative to that seen in the data. Here,
we first look at the t-ratios for the fitted scores, which are directly linked to
the EMM estimation procedure.

Table V reports the t-tests for the 28 moment conditions for the various
models. These 28 scores ~moment conditions!, for a reasonable model speci-
fication, should be close to zero. The size of the t-ratios gives a sense of the
scores that different model specifications have difficulty in fitting.

For reference, note that for the Hermite polynomial part, a~i, j ! refers to
the parameter before the polynomial term with ith degree of power on the
first variable ~six month yield! and jth degree of power on the second vari-
able ~five-year yield!. For the VAR mean part, m~i, j ! represents the param-
eter in the ith equation ~i 5 1 for the short rate and i 5 2 for the long rate!
of the jth variable ~ j 5 0 for the constant, j 5 1 for the lag one short rate,
and j 5 2 for the lag one long rate!. For the ARCH standard deviation part,
R~i, j ! denotes the parameter on variable i with j lags, and the last term
R~3! is simply the constant covariance parameter. If the structural model
under consideration matches the particular moment under consideration,
then at a conventional five percent level of significance, the t-ratio should be
smaller than 1.96.

In the context of the benchmark model, it is clear that the three-factor ~see
column 3-Factor @CIR# ! model provides considerable improvement over the
one- ~1-Factor @CIR#! and two-factor ~2-Factor @CIR#! specifications. The t-ratios
for almost all scores are relatively smaller for the three-factor specification.
However, in an absolute sense, the 3-Factor @CIR# and the 3-Factor @AF# mod-
els have considerable difficulty in matching many of the Hermite polynomial
scores and the ARCH specification scores. This suggests that these bench-
mark three-factor models cannot capture the conditional skewness, kurtosis,
and the second moment properties of the bivariate interest rate process.
Further, relative to the 3-Factor @CIR# model, the 3-Factor @AF# has consid-
erable diff iculties in matching the ARCH scores—in this sense, the
3-Factor @CIR# specification looks better. Incorporating regime shifts seems
to help match the scores considerably better. The regime shifts specification
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Table V

Diagnostic t-Ratios
The score generator is 1514200 as reported in Table II, and the parameters have the same explanations as in the caption of Table III. The t-ratios
are testing whether the fitted sample moments are equal to zero, as predicted by population moments of the SNP density.

Parameter 1-Factor @CIR# 1-Factor @RS# 2-Factor @CIR# 2-Factor @RSc# 2-Factor @RS# 3-Factor @CIR# 3-Factor @AF#

Hermite a~0,1! 20.084 1.708 20.792 20.967 20.583 21.019 0.753
a~1,0! 22.601 22.309 21.395 22.920 0.432 20.784 20.355
a~0,2! 5.275 2.909 3.712 5.337 1.704 3.312 2.944
a~1,1! 22.607 20.776 1.247 0.508 1.041 2.868 22.371
a~2,0! 5.667 4.116 5.284 3.746 2.557 5.117 3.768
a~0,3! 0.667 2.364 20.309 20.027 20.209 20.372 1.734
a~3,0! 1.106 20.658 0.519 20.631 0.680 0.470 1.297
a~0,4! 4.532 2.349 3.443 4.476 1.647 3.013 2.846
a~4,0! 4.007 2.239 2.821 3.832 1.622 2.837 3.101

Mean m~2,0! 24.324 24.186 21.862 23.762 0.112 20.086 21.603
m~1,0! 20.362 0.757 20.742 0.078 21.773 21.350 20.913
m~2,2! 21.157 20.191 0.313 0.493 21.099 20.351 22.782
m~2,1! 1.295 1.861 1.004 20.594 1.409 1.712 1.712
m~1,2! 21.630 20.906 0.048 0.118 20.841 20.348 23.074
m~1,1! 1.135 2.032 0.613 21.083 1.576 1.477 0.987

ARCH R~1,0! 6.736 4.682 5.765 3.156 2.943 4.902 3.991
R~2,0! 24.992 22.708 0.039 21.662 0.437 2.584 23.200

R~3! 4.850 3.916 2.487 5.223 0.985 1.717 4.092
R~1,1! 6.807 4.063 2.695 3.423 1.796 1.925 3.889
R~2,1! 4.759 4.404 5.709 1.840 2.791 5.095 2.016
R~1,2! 3.420 2.106 20.214 4.057 0.326 0.151 2.719
R~2,2! 4.522 3.410 4.122 3.841 2.326 3.961 2.179
R~1,3! 4.479 3.838 1.775 2.764 0.678 1.061 3.536
R~2,3! 5.275 3.662 5.382 4.307 2.898 5.238 4.355
R~1,4! 6.447 4.237 3.196 3.196 2.252 2.334 2.981
R~2,4! 4.643 3.727 3.913 2.846 2.603 3.421 2.074
R~1,5! 3.858 2.541 1.020 3.579 1.984 1.117 3.004
R~2,5! 5.678 5.066 4.848 4.882 3.131 4.709 3.686
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where the parameters that govern the risk premia are restricted across re-
gimes ~2-Factor @RSc# ! seems to miss both the non-Gaussian ~the Hermite
part! and the ARCH scores. The preferred model, the 2-Factor @RS# specifi-
cation, does quite well in matching all the moments save one in the Hermite
polynomial and four in the conditional standard deviation. The magnitude of
the highest t-ratio is 3.13 ~see ARCH, R~2,5!!, which, relative to the size of
the t-ratios for other specifications, is quite small. Overall, this preferred
specification also seems to have the greatest difficulty in matching the con-
ditional volatility and covariance, that is, the ARCH scores—though, it pro-
vides considerable improvement over all other models. The 2-Factor @RS#
specification provides large gains in fitting the non-Gaussian polynomials
~i.e., the Hermite polynomial parameters!, suggesting that conditional skew-
ness and kurtosis in the standardized innovations can be accounted for by
the preferred 2-Factor @RS# term structure model.

E. Pricing Error, Implied Regime, and Business Cycle

In this section, we document the cross-sectional differences across models,
that is, the ability of different specifications to reproduce the observed yield
curve at each date in the data. To avoid clutter, we focus only on the empir-
ically plausible specifications—the 2-Factor @CIR# , the 2-Factor @RSc# , the
3-Factor@CIR#, the 3-Factor@AF#, and the preferred 2-Factor@RS# specifications.

To derive the model-implied term structure for each date, in the context of
the two- or three-factor CIR and affine models, we simply recover the latent
factors, by using the bond pricing function, and the estimated parameters

Xt 5 B21 @Yt 2 A# . ~12!

The K vector of latent factors Xt can be recovered by using K observed basis
yields, the estimated K 3 K matrix of bond pricing parameters B, and the
vector A. Given the vector Xt and the estimated parameters, the entire yield
curve can be computed for each date in the data. By construction, the com-
puted yield curve will pass through the basis yields. This approach to ex-
tract the latent factors is similar to that used in Chen and Scott ~1993!, and
Duffie and Singleton ~1997!, among others. Note that in the 2-Factor @CIR#
model, the computed yield curve will pass through two basis yields and, in
the 3-Factor @CIR# or 3-Factor @AF# models, through three basis yields.

To compare models, for each date, we also compute the absolute average
cross-sectional pricing error, with ZY~n!t being the computed yield of matu-
rity n at date t for a given model specification

PEt 5

(
n51

N

6 ZY~n!t 2 Y~n!t 6

N
. ~13!
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The smaller the pricing error, the better the model specification. The pricing
errors will arise due to model misspecification.9

To compute the yield curve for each date, under the null specification of
the 2-Factor @RSc# or 2-Factor @RS# models, one also needs to know the re-
gime at each date. Recall that the yield curve, in addition to the two latent
factors, also depends on the latent ~i.e., to the econometrician! regime. To
deal with this, we first extract the two latent factors ~i.e., K 5 2! using ~12!,
the estimated Bst

and Ast
, for st 5 0 and st 5 1. Given the latent factors and

the estimated parameters, we compute two potential yield curves for each
date, one for st 5 0 and another for st 5 1. For each regime, it is straight-
forward to compute the pricing error PEt for st 5 0,1. However, under the
null of the 2-Factor @RSc# or 2-Factor @RS# model specifications, the pricing
error ~i.e., PEt ! associated with the regime that truly prevails in the econ-
omy at date t will be close to zero.10 Hence, the regime that prevails at date
t is simply the one that has the smallest pricing error across regimes. With
the knowledge of the regime at date t, the model-implied yield curve and the
pricing error also become available. Note that the computed yield curves
and the pricing errors for the 3-Factor @CIR# or 3-Factor @AF# and the
2-Factor @RSc# or 2-Factor @RS# models can be fairly compared: The three-
factor specification uses three basis yields, whereas the two-factor regime-
shifts specification relies on two basis yields and an identification procedure
for the regime classification.

Table VI provides information regarding the average pricing error ~i.e.,
~(t

T PEt !0T !. It is clear from the sample statistics that the 2-Factor @RS#
model has the smallest average pricing error and also the smallest standard
deviation in the pricing error. The maximal pricing error associated with the
2-Factor @RS# classification is also the smallest. Further, on average, the pric-
ing error is only about 23 basis points for the annualized percentage yields—

9 An additional source could be measurement errors in the data.
10 Note that this procedure, under the null of the model, will detect the regime correctly. For

example, in our simulations of the 2-Factor @RSc# or 2-Factor @RS# models, this procedure would
indeed identify the correct regime—with the pricing error for the true regime being zero.

Table VI

Average Absolute Pricing Error (Basis Points)
There are nine maturities ~1, 3, 6, 9 months; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 years! for each of 379 dates. The
absolute pricing error of 1-Factor @CIR# model is over 8 points; 1-Factor @RS# and 2-Factor @CIR#
over 7 points; 2-Factor @RSc# , 2-Factor @RS# , 3-Factor @CIR# , and 3-Factor @AF# over 6 points. The
summary statistics of the absolute pricing errors are calculated over the 379 dates for each of
the six models.

1-Factor @CIR# 1-Factor @RS# 2-Factor @CIR# 2-Factor @RSc# 2-Factor @RS# 3-Factor @CIR# 3-Factor @AF#

Mean 47 43 30 35 23 25 25
Std. Dev. 28 27 18 20 16 21 22
Min. 5 4 3 5 3 1 2
Max. 174 175 121 126 114 133 137
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a small number indeed. The 3-Factor@CIR# and the 3-Factor @AF# specifications
have average pricing errors of 25 basis points, which in an absolute sense is
also quite small. The 2-Factor @RSc# model has a larger pricing error than
the 2-Factor @CIR# and 3-Factor @CIR# models, possibly due to the error of
recovering regimes in a rejected model specification. Figure 3 provides the
computed yield curves for dates which are 30 months apart; these graphs
reenforce the view that the 2-Factor @RS# specification is the preferred one.

Figure 3. Point in time yield curve. C: observed yield, -{-{-: 2-Factor @CIR#, {{{{{: 2-Factor @RSc#,
——: 2-Factor @RS# , - - -: 3-Factor @CIR# , and ▫: 3-Factor @AF# .
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The evidence from our specification tests and the reprojection-based diag-
nostics show that the 2-Factor @RS# model is by far the preferred choice. This
view is further corroborated by the cross-sectional evidence.

Figure 4 provides the results from the regime classification. Most of the
time, it seems that the economy is in regime 1. The total number of regime

Figure 4. Regime classifications and economic indicators in 2-Factor[RS] model.
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switches recovered from the sample period is 44, which is large enough for
identifying the regime probabilities. The regime classification by and large
coincides with the NBER business cycles. It seems that regime 0 obtains
during or around recessions in the economy. The relatively frequent regime
shifts between 1991 and 1995, as shown in Figure 4, ref lect the almost iden-
tical average pricing error across regimes at those dates. Virtually identical
pricing errors across regimes for a given date implies that the data is not
particularly informative regarding the regime classification.

The estimation results discussed earlier suggested that the first factor has
considerable differences, especially in volatility, across regimes. Figure 5 shows
that the recovered first factor tracks the short yield very well, while the
second tracks the long yield. The correlation between the NBER business
cycle ~recession is regime 0 and boom is regime 1! indicator and the recov-
ered regime indicator is 0.1523 when the early 1990s, where regime identi-
fication is poor, are excluded ~the analogous correlation for the entire sample
is 0.0762!. Correlation between the NBER business cycle indicator and the
yield spread ~five-year yield minus six-month yield! is 0.2342. Correlation
between the model-based regime indicator and the yield spread is 0.2299,
that is, regime 1 has high yield spread and regime 0 has low yield spread.

Table VII presents some statistics for the six-month and five-year yields
across the NBER business cycle regimes ~upper panel! and the model-
implied regimes ~lower panel!. It is evident that an important dimension
along which economic expansion and contraction periods differ is in terms of
the yield spread ~for related evidence see Harvey ~1988!, and Estrella and
Hardouvelis ~1991!!. During NBER business cycle expansions, the yield spread
is 86 basis points, while in contractions it is 28 basis points. Our model-
implied regimes differ across the same dimension: model-implied regime 1 is
associated with high yield spreads ~83 basis points! and model-implied re-
gime 0 is associated with a yield spread of only 23 basis points. Further,
there are similarities between the model-based regimes and the NBER busi-
ness cycle regimes in the behavior of convexity of the yield curve11 and the
change in the interest rates ~see Table VII!. This evidence, in conjunction
with the correlation of the model-implied regimes and the NBER business
cycles, suggests that our model-implied regimes are business cycle regimes.
It seems that the model-implied regime 1 is an economic expansion regime
and the model-implied regime 0 an economic contraction regime. In general,
considerable caution should be exercised in interpreting the regime classi-
fication, as there is considerable error in this classification due to parameter
estimation error and model misspecification.12 Despite these sources of error,
our model-implied regimes have a recognizable association with the business

11 The convexity is computed as @~Yt
3yr 2 Yt

2yr! 2 ~Yt
2yr 2 Yt

1yr!# , which is a discrete approx-
imation to the second derivative or convexity taking the time interval to be one.

12 The fact that there is positive pricing error for all dates in both regimes suggests that the
regime switching model is misspecified, from the cross-sectional perspective.
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cycle, even though our estimated model is not directly exposed to the NBER
recession–expansion indicator.

F. The Expectation Hypothesis Puzzle

An additional diagnostic is to evaluate if the different model specifications
can justify the observed patterns of violations of the Expectations Hypoth-
esis, as documented in Campbell and Shiller ~1991!. Using simulated data

Figure 5. Square-root factors and observed yields in 2-Factor[RS] model.
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from different model specifications, we run the regressions considered in
Campbell and Shiller. The difference between the future yield and the cur-
rent long yield—that is, Y~t 1 m, n 2 m! 2 Y~t, n!—is regressed on to the
normalized yield spread variable, st

~n, m! [ @m0~n 2 m!# @Y~t, n! 2 Y~t, m!# ,
where n is a positive integer of m. That is,

Y~t 1 m, n 2 m! 2 Y~t, n! 5 c0~n, m! 1 c1~n, m!st
~n, m! 1 u~n, m!t11. ~14!

In Table VIII we report the estimates for the slope coefficient, c1~n, m!, across
different n and m in the data and its counterpart for the various models
considered in the paper. The “short horizon” results relate to n 5 6,9,12
months and m 5 3,6,9 months. The “long horizon” results relate to n 5
4,5,10 years and m 5 1,2,3 years. As in Roberds and Whiteman ~1999!, the
reported slope coefficients for the various term-structure models are based
on 10,000 Monte Carlo replications with a sample size of 379—the size in the
actual data.

A rise in the long-rate maturity n makes the slope more negative in the
data, similar to the finding in Campbell and Shiller ~1991! and Roberds and
Whiteman ~1999!.13 In the short horizon ~left panel in Table VIII!, we find

13 For issues regarding small sample estimation bias in the context of testing expectations
hypothesis, see Bekaert, Hodrick, and Marshall ~1997!.

Table VII

Characteristics across Regimes (Basis Points)
The short rate is the six-month yield, and the long rate is the five-year yield. The first differ-
ence of interest rates measures the ex post signed volatility. The convexity is calculated using
one-, two-, and three-year adjacent yields, and the results are similar for other maturity com-
binations. The economic-phase regime classification is from the NBER business cycle indicator,
and the model-implied regime classif ication is from minimizing the pricing error of the
2-Factor @RS# model.

Characteristics
Economic

Expansion Regime
Economic

Recession Regime

Short rate level 652 936
Short rate first difference 5 226
Long rate first difference 2 28
Yield spread 86 11
Convexity 26 0

Characteristics
Model-Implied

Regime 1
Model-Implied

Regime 0

Short rate level 691 721
Short rate first difference 1 26
Long rate first difference 2 214
Yield spread 83 23
Convexity 28 16
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Table VIII

Testing the Expectation Hypothesis on Structural Models
We report the slope coefficient from regressions that evaluates a version of the Expectations Hypothesis. Let Y~t, n! be the nominal yield at date
t for a discount bond that matures at t 1 n, then consider the regression

Y~t 1 m, n 2 m! 2 Y~t, n! 5 c0~n, m! 1 c1~n, m!st
~n, m! 1 u~n, m!t11,

where st
~n, m! [ @m0~n 2 m!# @Y~t, n! 2 Y~t, m!# is the normalized yield spread. The first row on each block reports the slope coefficient, c1~n, m! and

its standard error in the data using 379 time-series observations. The standard errors are calculated by the Newey–West kernel estimator with
25 lags. Data for zero coupon yields for up to five-year maturity is from CRSP, and the data on the 10-year zero coupon yield is from McCulloch
and Kwon ~1964–1991!. The second to eighth rows are the same regression slope coefficients based on 10,000 replications from each fitted
candidate model with each replication having a sample size of 379. The standard deviation of each Monte Carlo experiment is also included.

Short Horizon m 5 3 months m 5 6 months m 5 9 months Long Horizon m 5 1 year m 5 2 years m 5 3 years

n 5 6 months 20.6942~0.2362! n 5 4 years 21.8078~0.6205! 20.8380~0.8416! 20.0421~0.5540!
1-Factor @CIR# 4.2795~2.6170! 1-Factor @CIR# 3.7622~2.1001! 3.5562~1.8326! 3.3707~1.6079!
1-Factor @RS# 0.8569~1.2115! 1-Factor @RS# 2.4643~1.7531! 3.0361~1.7077! 3.2560~1.6177!
2-Factor @CIR# 0.8253~1.2208! 2-Factor @CIR# 20.6928~1.1713! 20.7324~1.0755! 20.7406~0.9935!
2-Factor @RSc# 0.7247~0.7724! 2-Factor @RSc# 20.0835~1.0230! 20.2899~1.0888! 20.4744~1.1570!
2-Factor @RS# 20.5360~0.5243! 2-Factor @RS# 20.1848~1.0852! 20.0309~1.1429! 20.0631~1.1527!
3-Factor @CIR# 1.1676~1.1952! 3-Factor @CIR# 20.8191~1.1752! 20.7238~1.0336! 20.6292~0.9036!
3-Factor @AF# 1.4916~1.3874! 3-Factor @AF# 0.5652~1.1344! 0.5962~1.0712! 0.6078~1.0239!

n 5 9 months 20.8863~0.2375! 20.4023~0.1862! n 5 5 years 21.7471~0.7273! 20.9720~1.0242! 20.2378~0.8432!
1-Factor @CIR# 4.2531~2.5994! 4.1796~2.4847! 1-Factor @CIR# 3.6862~2.0495! 3.4840~1.7879! 3.3021~1.5684!
1-Factor @RS# 0.8859~1.2686! 1.0598~1.2816! 1-Factor @RS# 2.7127~1.8220! 3.1924~1.7549! 3.3298~1.6362!
2-Factor @CIR# 0.7367~1.2166! 0.6982~1.2043! 2-Factor @CIR# 21.1314~1.1825! 21.1130~1.0514! 21.0652~0.9434!
2-Factor @RSc# 0.6937~0.7730! 0.6861~0.7896! 2-Factor @RSc# 20.4277~1.1307! 20.6894~1.1728! 20.9077~1.2023!
2-Factor @RS# 20.5757~0.5632! 20.3021~0.5819! 2-Factor @RS# 20.4527~1.1837! 20.3607~1.2056! 20.4120~1.1877!
3-Factor @CIR# 1.0632~1.1903! 1.0287~1.1809! 3-Factor @CIR# 21.4772~1.1850! 21.2330~0.9957! 21.0217~0.8386!
3-Factor @AF# 1.4348~1.3692! 1.4316~1.3380! 3-Factor @AF# 0.2358~1.1134! 0.2958~1.0508! 0.3304~1.0017!

n 5 12 months 21.3226~0.1791! 20.7867~0.1722! 20.4371~0.1960! n 5 10 years 23.1705~1.6256! 21.7590~1.8749! 20.4399~1.5808!
1-Factor @CIR# 4.2272~2.5820! 4.1541~2.4680! 4.0858~2.3635! 1-Factor @CIR# 3.3751~1.8339! 3.1869~1.5954! 3.0182~1.3959!
1-Factor @RS# 0.9240~1.3255! 1.1095~1.3361! 1.2908~1.3426! 1-Factor @RS# 3.2328~1.9151! 3.3643~1.7422! 3.2893~1.5482!
2-Factor @CIR# 0.6455~1.2137! 0.6068~1.2008! 0.5713~1.1889! 2-Factor @CIR# 23.1678~1.3856! 22.7714~1.0812! 22.4066~0.8594!
2-Factor @RSc# 0.6613~0.7760! 0.6512~0.7925! 0.6437~0.8139! 2-Factor @RSc# 22.6164~1.7314! 22.8935~1.5763! 22.9824~1.4075!
2-Factor @RS# 20.6000~0.6030! 20.3145~0.6186! 20.0679~0.6630! 2-Factor @RS# 22.3040~1.6602! 22.2290~1.4911! 22.1733~1.3302!
3-Factor @CIR# 0.9524~1.1874! 0.9185~1.1783! 0.8833~1.1659! 3-Factor @CIR# 24.5646~1.4177! 23.4806~0.9444! 22.6852~0.6620!
3-Factor @AF# 1.3763~1.3514! 1.3741~1.3210! 1.3692~1.2959! 3-Factor @AF# 22.0337~1.2838! 21.6470~1.1004! 21.3558~0.9720!
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that only the preferred 2-Factor @RS# model can duplicate the violations of
the expectations hypothesis documented in the data. All other model speci-
fications fail to duplicate the violations of the expectations hypothesis at the
short horizon. Note that the regime shift specification with constant market
price of risk across regimes ~i.e., the 2-Factor @RSc# model! also cannot du-
plicate the violations of the expectations hypothesis: This underscores the
importance, as in the 2-Factor @RS# model, of allowing the market price of
risk to depend on regimes. In the long horizon ~right panel in Table VII!,
there seems to be a wedge between the single factor and the multifactor
models. We find that the 2-Factor @CIR#, the 3-Factor @CIR#, the 3-Factor @AF#,
the 2-Factor @RSc# , and the 2-Factor @RS# models can mimic the violations
of the expectations hypothesis to various degrees, but the 1-Factor @CIR# and
the 1-Factor @RS# cannot. It seems that in the long horizon, the expectations
hypothesis regression by itself is not particularly helpful in distinguishing
across the different candidate models.

The expectations hypothesis issue is also explored in Roberds and White-
man ~1999!. Further, Dai and Singleton ~2000a! show that modified affine
specifications can also duplicate the violations of the expectations hypoth-
esis.14 In addition, Dai ~2000! argues that an equilibrium model with habit
formation preferences can potentially capture the violations of the expecta-
tions hypothesis and the counter-cyclical behavior of risk premia ~as in Fama
and French ~1989!!.

G. Reprojected Density and Conditional Second Moments

The idea behind the reprojection technique ~Gallant and Tauchen ~1998!!
is to characterize the dynamics of a given vector of observed variables ~i.e.,
observed yields! conditional on its lags. In models where there are latent
factors or regimes, the reprojected density provides a way to characterize
the conditional density strictly in terms of observables ~i.e., the observed
yields!. The reprojected density can be estimated by relying on simulated
data for the yield series from a given estimated structural model ~the null
model!. In our context, the reprojected density is the bivariate conditional
density for the two yields under consideration, the six-month and the five-
year yield.

Given the estimated null model and the simulated output for yields, the
reprojected conditional density is estimated by reestimating the parameters
of the SNP density, using the same specification as was used to characterize
the observed bivariate density of the six-month and five-year yields earlier
~referred to as the unrestricted SNP density!. Indeed, any reasonably good
term structure model would imply a reprojected conditional density that
is very similar to the unrestricted conditional bivariate density for the

14 They document that incorporating f lexibility in the market price of risks, as in Duarte
~1999! and Duffee ~2000!, helps in justifying the violations of the expectations hypothesis.
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six-month and five-year yields. Once the reprojected density is estimated,
specific moments, such as the conditional variances and correlations implied
by the model specification, can be computed. These conditional moments are
simply continuous functions of the conditioning information ~i.e., lagged six-
month and five-year yields! used to estimate the reprojected density. Given
the conditioning information, the implications of a given null model for any
conditional moment of interest can be tracked down in the data and com-
pared to the conditional moment implied by the unrestricted SNP density.

It is worth noting that the reprojected density is the density for observed
data ~i.e., six-month and five-year yields! estimated from a null model. For
some specifications, such as the three-factor CIR or affine models, as well as
the two-factor regime switching model, the conditional density for yields
~under the null model! cannot be characterized by using only two yields ~the
six-month and five-year yields!. Consequently, the reprojected density pro-
vides a convenient and comparable benchmark to characterize the condi-
tional density for the two yields under consideration across different null
models.

For illustrative purposes, Figure 6 plots the reprojected conditional den-
sity ~evaluated at the sample mean!, for the different models under consid-
eration. The unrestricted six-month yield SNP density has high peak and
right tail relative to a normal density with same mean and variance. The
unrestricted density for the five-year yield is skewed to the left. The repro-
jected densities, evaluated at the sample mean, for the 3-Factor models and
the regime-shift model do capture the peakedness to various degrees. The
2-factor regime-shift models have greater success in capturing the left skew
of the five-year yield.15

Based on the reprojected densities, Figures 7 and 8 compare the condi-
tional volatility for the various model specifications. This reveals some im-
portant differences across models. Note that, in the data, the process for
conditional variance for the six-month yield is quite different from that of
the five-year yield. The range for the conditional volatility for the six-month
yield rate is much larger than for the five-year yield—the high end being
almost three times the lowest for the six-month and two times for the five-
year yield. The short yield volatility is more persistent, while the long yield
volatility seems more choppy. The 2-Factor @CIR# has difficulty in matching
the short rate volatility and does somewhat better in matching the volatility
of the five-year yield. The 2-Factor @RS# model is capable of duplicating the
projected volatility of the short rate extremely well and that of the long yield
volatility almost completely. The 3-Factor @CIR# and the 3-Factor @AF# models

15 The shape of all these conditional distributions will depend on the choice of the condition-
ing information. For illustrative purposes, we have shown the density plot ~Figure 6! evaluated
at the sample mean. The conditional variance and the conditional covariance dimensions, which
are the focus of the remaining section, provide a simple and tractable way to characterize
features of this reprojected conditional density across the entire realized sample path of ob-
served yields.
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seem to capture the general shape of the volatility much better than the
2-Factor @CIR# model; however, in an absolute sense, neither model captures
the volatility dynamics as well as the 2-Factor @RS# specification. Also note
that the 3-Factor @CIR# specification relative to the affine specification seems

Figure 6. Projected and reprojected densities. - - -: Gaussian densities with same mean
and variance; ——: projected or reprojected densities.
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to produce greater variation in the volatility, as seen in the data. Finally, the
2-Factor @RSc# model misses the short rate volatility, and its performance is
comparable to that of the 3-Factor @CIR# model.

Figures 9 and 10 provide evidence regarding the conditional covariance
and correlation between the six-month and five-year yield. Again, it is very
clear that only the 2-Factor @RS# model succeeds in capturing the wide range

Figure 7. Projected and reprojected conditional standard deviation of six-month yield.
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of the covariance and correlation observed across these yields. The correla-
tion varies from 40 percent to 90 percent. Note that while the conditional
covariance increases during the volatile period of the early 1980s, the cor-
relation decreases—suggesting that the volatilities of the two yields rise more
rapidly relative to the conditional covariance. The 3-Factor @CIR# and the
3-Factor @AF# specifications have considerable difficulty in capturing the con-

Figure 8. Projected and reprojected conditional standard deviation of five-year yield.
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ditional covariance and correlation. However, the 3-Factor @CIR# specifica-
tion seems to a better job of capturing the conditional covariance relative to
the 3-Factor @AF# specification. The 2-Factor @RS# model comes surprisingly
close to capturing virtually all the observed dynamics of the conditional co-
variance and correlation between these yields. The 2-Factor @RSc# model also,

Figure 9. Projected and reprojected conditional covariance of six-month and five-
year yields.
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to a large extent, captures the behavior of the conditional correlation; how-
ever, it fails to capture the conditional covariance and short rate volatility.
This again highlights the importance of allowing the market price of risk to
depend on the regime, as in the preferred 2-Factor @RS# model.

Our diagnostics and specification tests show that the model with regime
shifts in conjunction with regime-dependent market price of risk is impor-

Figure 10. Projected and reprojected conditional correlation of six-month and five-
year yields.
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tant to understand the behavior of the interest rates. In particular, this
2-Factor @RS# structure can account for the conditional volatility and condi-
tional cross-correlation across yields, along with the conditional higher mo-
ments such as skewness and kurtosis.

III. Concluding Remarks

There is considerable statistical evidence regarding the presence of regime
shifts in the short interest rate data ~see Hamilton ~1988!!. In addition,
there are economic reasons as well to believe that interest rates are subject
to regime shifts. The transitions between economic expansion and recession
have first-order effects on the term structure. Despite the potential of im-
portant effects from discrete regime shifts, received term-structure models,
such as the Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross ~1985! and affine models, do not incor-
porate them. The absence of this important component in these models may
well explain their poor empirical performance.

The main contribution of this paper is to show that an internally consis-
tent model of the term structure, which incorporates regime shifts, provides
significant improvements over multifactor versions of the CIR and affine
models. More specifically, we develop and estimate a model for the term
structure that permits regime shifts in both the state vector and the risk
premium. We show that a model that incorporates regime shifts is essential
to account for the conditional joint dynamics ~i.e., the conditional distribu-
tion! of short and long yields. For comparison, we also estimate benchmark
multifactor CIR and affine models. Our empirical exercise is conducted by
relying on nominal U.S. Treasury bill and bond yields from the period 1964
to 1995. For estimation and specification tests of the various models, we use
the efficient method of moments estimation technique developed in Bansal
et al. ~1995! and Gallant and Tauchen ~1996!. We also provide a battery of
diagnostics to evaluate the various model specifications; in particular, we
rely on the reprojection method to recover the conditional density of yields
~conditional on lagged yields! and to evaluate the merits of the different
model specifications.

Our empirical evidence shows that benchmark Cox–Ingersoll–Ross term
structure models and affine specifications ~see Dai and Singleton ~2000b!!
with up to three factors are sharply rejected in the data; these models can-
not jointly account for the violations of the expectations hypothesis, condi-
tional volatility, and the conditional cross-correlation across yields observed
in the data. A two-factor regime-switching model with regime-dependent risk
premium finds considerable support in the data and does surprisingly well
in accounting for the violations of the expectations hypothesis, the condi-
tional volatility, and the cross-correlation of the short and long yields. Fur-
ther, the absolute pricing error in the cross section of yields is the smallest
for the two-factor regime-switching model with regime-dependent risk pre-
mium. This preferred model seems to capture the conditional distribution of
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yields fairly well.16 Our evidence shows that there is an intimate link be-
tween business cycles and regimes extracted from our term-structure model:
Agents in the economy anticipate these discrete regime shifts and these
anticipations are ref lected in the time-series and cross-sectional behavior of
the yield curves. An empirically tractable equilibrium model with regime
shifts that provides direct links to real GDP growth, unemployment, and
monetary policy would be an interesting and valuable extension of this paper.

Appendix A. General Equilibrium Model

In this section, we provide a general equilibrium model that motivates the
pricing kernel and the regime shifts model used in the paper. Consider a
standard Lucas ~1978! tree economy, with a representative agent whose pe-
riod utility function is log of consumption. This general equilibrium economy
is discussed in considerable detail in Sargent ~1987!. It is well recognized
that the intertemporal marginal rate of substitution ~IMRS! for this econ-
omy ~with 0 , b , 1! is

Mt11 5 b
Ct

Ct11
, ~A1!

where Ct in equilibrium equals the aggregate exogenous endowment. Con-
sider the value of a claim that delivers the consumption stream Ct1s for all
s . 0. The Euler condition for this asset is

Vt

Ct
5 bEtFVt11 1 Ct11

Ct11
G. ~A2!

16 One possible alternative to our regime-switching process can be such that the parameters
in the pricing kernel are only depending on the current regime st ,

Mt11 5 expH2rf, t 2 Slst

sst
D2 xt

2
2

lst

sst

!xtut11J ,

where the innovation or uncertainty is only caused by ut11. The corresponding factor return
generating process is

xt11 2 xt 5 kst
~ust

2 xt ! 1 sst!xtut11,

where the st follows the same Markov switching process as discussed earlier. Such a model does
have time-varying mean and square-root volatility; however, this structure also implies that
there is no regime uncertainty affecting the conditional distribution of xt11. Further, this spec-
ification implies a short rate process, whose one-step-ahead conditional distribution has no
regime uncertainty. This implication is not consistent with the evidence in Hamilton ~1988! and
Gray ~1996!, who empirically show that the short-rate process is well modeled as a conditional
mixture of normals. A solution for the term structure in the above specification is easy to derive
and further discussed in Bansal, Tauchen, and Zhou ~2002!.
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Here Vt refers to the value of the claim. The above equation implies ~see
Sargent ~1987, p. 96, equation 3.13!! that Vt 0Ct 5 b0~1 2 b!, the consumption–
wealth ratio is constant. The ex post return on the asset that delivers the
consumption stream

Rc, t11 5
Vt11 1 Ct11

Vt
5

1

Mt11
5 F bCt

Ct11
G21

,

which follows from exploiting the result that Vt 0Ct 5 b0~1 2 b!. It is impor-
tant to note that this result does not depend on specific assumptions regard-
ing the process for the consumption growth rates. In addition, note that all
the above arguments also go through in exactly an analogous manner in a
nominal model. In this case, the IMRS is defined in an analogous manner
with the variable Ct 5 ct Pt , where ct is the real consumption level and Pt the
dollar price per unit of consumption good ~see Sargent ~1987, chapter 5!!. In
the discussion below, we will simply refer to the growth of Ct as consumption
growth.

Hence, it follows that

Mt11 5 exp $2rc, t11%, ~A3!

where rc, t11 5 log~Rc, t11!. We will talk about the pricing kernel in terms of
the process for rc, t11; as based on the above results, this is equivalent to
characterizing the consumption growth rate process. Now assume that

rc, t11 5 xt 1
l

s

xt

2
1!xt

l

s
ut11,

where xt follows the latent square-root process for the 1-Factor @CIR# model
~1! considered in the paper. Given this process, the pricing kernel Mt11 ~as
stated in equation ~2!! for the CIR case immediately follows.

Now consider the regime-shifts version of the above model. Again, the
above link considers the following latent process as driving the rc, t11 pro-
cess. Let

rc, t11 5 xt 1 Sl0

s0
D2 xt

2
1!xt

l0

s0
ut11 if st11 5 0, ~A4!

rc, t11 5 xt 1 Sl1

s1
D2 xt

2
1!xt

l1

s1
ut11 if st11 5 1. ~A5!

The agent at date t only knows xt and st ~which is 0 or 1!. The agent faces
regime uncertainty, which we interpret to economically capture the idea of
Hamilton ~1989! that the aggregate economy may be subject to persistent
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regime shifts ~such as due to business cycles! which affects the distribution
of the return rc, t11, or equivalently the distribution of consumption growth.
Hence, the return rc, t11 ~or consumption growth! is a conditional normal
with distribution

NSxt 1 Sl0

s0
D2 xt

2
,Sl0

s0
D2

xtD,

if st11 5 1, and the distribution is

NSxt 1 Sl1

s1
D2 xt

2
,Sl1

s1
D2

xtD
if st11 5 0. The probability of the future regimes being st11 5 0 is pi0 and
that of st11 5 1 is 1 2 pi0, where the current regime st 5 i ~with i 5 0,1!. The
parameter lst11

affects the volatility ~and drift! of the consumption growth
in regime st11.

The process for xt in the regime shifts case is governed by ~4! as stated
earlier. The above assumptions regarding the regime shifts evolution of rc, t11
lead to the regime shifts pricing kernel in equation ~5! discussed in Sec-
tion I. Specifically,

Mt11 5 exp H2Sxt 1 Sl0

s0
D2 xt

2
1!xt

l0

s0
ut11DJ if st11 5 0, ~A6!

Mt11 5 exp H2Sxt 1 Sl1

s1
D2 xt

2
1!xt

l1

s1
ut11DJ if st11 5 1. ~A7!

The probability of regime st11 is determined by the current regime st and
the regime transition probability matrix P ~see equation ~3!. The process of
x is as stated in equation ~4!. The above argument gives rise to the regime-
shifts pricing kernel stated in equation ~5!. As in the CIR case, this pricing
kernel also satisfies the no-arbitrage conditions discussed in Hansen and
Jagannathan ~1991!. As shown below, this pricing kernel also satisfies the
condition that Et @Mt11# 5 exp~2rf, t ! [ exp~2xt !, as it should.

Let P~t, n! be the price at date t of a pure discount bond with n periods to
maturity. To solve for bond prices, we exploit the Euler condition ~pricing
condition; see Lucas ~1978! and Sargent ~1987!!:

P~t, n! 5 E @Mt11 P~t 1 1, n 2 1!6xt ,st # . ~A8!

These are standard first-order conditions for valuation. The expression
E @Mt11 P~t 1 1, n 2 1!6xt ,st # refers to the conditional mean of Mt11 P~t 1 1,
n 2 1!, given the information set xt and st at date t. Bond prices are mea-
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surable with respect to the information set of the agent. Equation ~A8! also
implies that risk premiums on bond returns are determined by covt @2@Mt110
Et ~Mt11!# , hn, t11# , where hn, t11 is the bond return on an n-period bond. In
the particular context of the regime-switching model, we will conjecture that
P~t, n! 5 Pi~t, n! for regime st 5 i, i 5 0,1, for all n and t ~see Appendix C
below! and derive an ~approximate! analytical solution for bond prices that
will solve the Euler equation stated in ~A8!.

Appendix B. Benchmark CIR Model

Given the conjectured bond price function P~t, n! 5 exp $2A~n! 2 B~n!xt % ,
no-arbitrage conditions imply that the instantaneous value of a dollar should
be one; hence for n 5 0, A~0! 5 B~0! 5 0. In addition, we also conjecture that
A~1! 5 0 and B~1! 5 1, that is, rf, t 5 xt . Based on this conjecture, and the
assumed process for xt , the continuous bond return log@P~t 1 1, n 2 1!0
P~t, n!# , is conditionally normally distributed with mean

mn, t 5 2A~n 2 1! 2 B~n 2 1!Et @xt11# 1 A~n! 1 B~n!xt ~B1!

and variance

sn, t
2 5 B~n 2 1!2Vart ~xt11!. ~B2!

Exploiting the asset pricing condition, Et @Mt11hn, t11# 5 1, the joint lognor-
mality of Mt11 and hn, t11, and our conjectured solution, we derive

exp H2rf, t 1 mt, n 1
sn, t

2

2
1 B~n 2 1!lxtJ 5 1. ~B3!

The third term in this expression, sn, t
2 02, is the Jensen’s adjustment for

continuous returns, and the last term, B~n 2 1!lxt , is the risk premium
associated with the bond return. Using the restriction rf, t 5 xt , the defini-
tions for mt, n and st, n

2 , and taking log of ~B3!, it follows that

2xt 2 A~n 2 1! 2 B~n 2 1!Et @xt11# 1 A~n! 1 B~n!xt 1
sn, t

2

2
1 B~n 2 1!lxt 5 0.

~B4!

Equation ~B4! says that expected excess returns, in equilibrium, must equal
the compensation for systematic risk. Note that the exposure of the current
n period bond return to ut11 is 2B~n 2 1!s!xt; hence the covariance be-
tween the bond return and the 2Mt110Et @Mt11# equals 2B~n 2 1!s!xt 3

!xt~l0s!, that is, the bond return risk premium is 2B~n 2 1!lxt .
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As all of the above arguments are also satisfied for the multifactor case,
for brevity, we report the solutions only for the multifactor case. With K
factors, the solutions are

Bk~n! 5 ~1 2 lk 2 kk!Bk~n 2 1! 2
1

2
sk

2 Bk
2~n 2 1! 1 1, ~B5!

A~n! 5 A~n 2 1! 1 (
k51

K

kk uk Bk~n 2 1!, ~B6!

with boundary conditions A~0! 5 B1~0! 5 {{{ 5 BK ~0! 5 0. The solution for
A~n! and Bk~n!, implied by ~B6!, satisfies the asset pricing conditions and is
consistent with our conjectured solution for bond prices. This solution is
comparable to the continuous-time CIR model. Note that the yield to matu-
rity of a discount bond in discrete time is defined as

Y~t, n! 5 2
ln P~t, n!

n
5

A~n!

n
1 (

k51

K Bk~n!xkt

n
. ~B7!

Of course, this can be viewed as a special case of the regime-shifts model of
bond yields ~10!.

Appendix C. Regime-Switching Model

All the bond risk premia and prices derived below depend on st and xt . To
derive the risk-premium restrictions in this section, we will make repeated
use of the law of iterated expectations. In using the law of iterated expec-
tations, we will first form expectations using the “bigger” information set
It11 5 $st11, xt ,st % and then condition the expectations down to the “smaller”
and current information set, which contains only xt and st . Note that the
bigger information set is the smaller information set plus information re-
garding st11.

Using ~5!, it follows that E @Mt116xt ,st # 5 exp~2rf, t !, the price of a one-
period pure discount bond. To see this, we exploit the law of iterated expec-
tations given that st 5 i,

E @E~Mt116It11!6xt ,st #

5 exp~2rf, t !EFSexp H2Slst11

sst11
D2 xt

2
2

lst11

sst11

!xtut11J*It11D*xt ,stG. ~C1!

As the conditional mean,

EFexp H2Slst11

sst11
D2 xt

2
2

lst11

sst11

!xtut11J*It11G 5 exp~0!

for st11 5 0,1 and the probabilities sum to one. The result follows.
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The asset pricing condition that pure discount bond returns, hn, t11, must
satisfy the Euler equation, ~A8!. The pricing condition E @Mt11hn, t116xt ,st # 5
1, using the law of iterated expectations, can be restated as

E @E~Mt11 hn, t116It11!6xt ,st # 5 (
st1150,1

pist11
E @~Mt11 hn, t116It11!# 5 1. ~C2!

To solve for this, we need to first characterize the return hn, t11. We conjec-
ture that the bond price with n periods to maturity, at date t, depends on the
regime st 5 i, i 5 0,1, and xt ; note that the bond prices depend only on the
current information of the agent, as they should,

Pi ~t, n! 5 exp $2Ai ~n! 2 Bi ~n!xt %. ~C3!

The one-period-ahead bond price, analogously, depends on st11 and xt11:

Pst11
~t 1 1, n 2 1! 5 exp $2Ast11

~n 2 1! 2 Bst11
~n 2 1!xt11%. ~C4!

Hence, the continuous one-period-ahead bond return, that is log~hn, t11! with
current regime st 5 i equals

logF Pst11
~t 1 1, n 2 1!

Pi ~t, n! G 5 2Ast11
~n 2 1! 2 Bst11

~n 2 1!xt11 1 Ai ~n! 1 Bi ~n!xt .

~C5!

Given xt , st11, and st , the continuous bond return is conditionally normally
distributed with mean

mn,st11, t 5 2Ast11
~n 2 1! 2 Bst11

~n 2 1!E @xt116It11#

1 Ai ~n! 1 Bi ~n!xt ,
~C6!

and conditional variance

sn,st11, t
2 5 Bst11

~n 2 1!2sst11

2 xt . ~C7!

Note ~C7! follows, as 2sst11
Bst11

~n 2 1!!xt is the exposure of the bond return
to the standardized shock ut11 in regime st11.

Given xt , st11, and st , the process Mt11hn, t11 is conditionally log-normal;
therefore, it follows from the asset pricing condition ~C2! that

1 5 E @Mt11 hn, t116xt ,st # [ (
st1150,1

pist11
E @Mt11 hn, t116It11#

5 (
st1150,1

pist11
exp H2rf, t 1 mn,st11, t 1

sn,st11, t
2

2
1 Bst11

~n 2 1!lst11
xtJ.

~C8!
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Using the log-linear approximation exp~ y! 2 1 ' y and rf, t 5 xt , ~C8! leads
to the main restriction on the risk premium,

(
st1150,1

pist11F2xt 1 mn,st11, t 1
sn,st11, t

2

2
1 Bst11

~n 2 1!lst11
xtG 5 0, ~C9!

with i 5 0,1. The last equation is the key asset pricing restriction ~equation
~6!! discussed in the main body of the text. Note that the current regime i
affects mn,st11, t , sn,st11, t

2 , and the probabilities used in the last equation. Con-
sequently, for each st 5 i ~with i 5 0,1! the analog for the last equation must
hold.

The last equation can be rewritten, exploiting the fact that xt 5 rf, t , as

(
st1150,1

pist11Fmn,st11, t 1
sn,st11, t

2

2
2 rf, tG 5 2 (

st1150,1
pist11

@Bst11
~n 2 1!lst11

xt # .

~C10!

In the above expression, the future regime dependence st11 is inte-
grated out. Hence, the risk premium 2(st1150,1 pist11

@Bst11
~n 2 1!lst11

xt # [
2xt E @Bst11

~n 2 1!lst11
6st # is measurable with respect to the current infor-

mation set of the agent and depends only on st and xt . The risk premium is
determined by the conditional covariance between the 2Mt110Et @Mt11# and
the asset return. Hence, the product of the exposure of 2Mt110Et @Mt11# to
ut11 in regime st11 and the exposure of the asset return given the regime
determines the risk compensation for that regime. In particular, this prod-
uct, as discussed in Section I of the paper is,

2sst11
Bst11

~n 2 1!!xt 3 F lst11

sst11

!xtG 5 2Bst11
~n 2 1!lst11

xt .

The risk premium on the bond at date t is then determined by averaging
over st11 using the transition probabilities for st11 given that the agent knows
st . This leads to the risk premium expression 2xt E @Bst11

~n 2 1!lst11
6st # .

Note as in the CIR case, when an asset return has a unit standard deviation
exposure to the ut11 shock ~recall u has unit volatility!, then the above re-
striction also tells us about the market price of risk for this shock ~see Coch-
rane ~2001!!. An asset which has 21 exposure to the ut11 shock will have a
risk premium of 2E @lst11

0st116st #!xt; this is the market price of risk for this
shock in the regime shifts economy, as discussed in Section I of the paper.

The above risk-premium restriction is all that is needed to solve for the
unknown coefficients As and Bs to derive the bond prices—that is, for any
current regime st 5 i 5 0,1, we must have
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(
st1150,1

p0st11Fmn,st11, t 1
sn,st11, t

2

2
2 rf, tG 5 2 (

st1150,1
p0st11

@Bst11
~n 2 1!lst11

xt #

~C11!

(
st1150,1

p1st11Fmn,st11, t 1
sn,st11, t

2

2
2 rf, tG 5 2 (

st1150,1
p1st11

@Bst11
~n 2 1!lst11

xt # .

~C12!

The above analysis is also satisfied for the case of multiple continuous fac-
tors xkt , and a given regime shifts process, with regime st 5 0,1. For brevity,
we report the solution for the case of two continuous factors with regime
shifts, for factor k 5 1,2, as

F Bk0~n!

Bk1~n! G 5 F p00 p01

p10 p11
G

3 3 ~1 2 kk0 2 lk0!Bk0~n 2 1! 2
1

2
sk0

2 Bk0
2 ~n 2 1! 1 1

~1 2 kk1 2 lk1!Bk1~n 2 1! 2
1

2
sk1

2 Bk1
2 ~n 2 1! 1 1 4 ,

~C13!

and

F A0~n!

A1~n! G 5 F p00 p01

p10 p11
G

3 F A0~n 2 1! 1 k10 u10 B10~n 2 1! 1 k20 u20 B20~n 2 1!

A1~n 2 1! 1 k11 u11 B11~n 2 1! 1 k21 u21 B21~n 2 1! G,
~C14!

with initial conditions ~no arbitrage conditions! that A0~0! 5 A1~0! 5 B10~0! 5
B11~0! 5 B20~0! 5 B21~0! 5 0.

Appendix D. SNP Density and EMM Estimation

We now provide technical details on ~a! how to construct a seminonpara-
metric ~SNP! density to generate the data-dependent moment conditions,
and ~b! how to estimate the structural parameters of a term structure model
by matching the SNP scores with long simulation data via the EMM.

Following Gallant and Tauchen ~1996!, any smooth conditional density
function can be approximated arbitrarily close by a Hermite polynomial ex-
pansion. Let y be the vector of the interest rates under consideration and x
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be the vector of lagged y. The auxiliary f-model has a density function de-
fined by a modified Hermite polynomial,

f ~ y 6x, u! 5 C$@P~z, x!# 2f~ y 6mx , Sx !%, ~D1!

where P is a polynomial with degree Kz in z, which is a standardized trans-
formation z 5 Rx

21~ y 2 mx! with Sx 5 Rx Rx
' . The square of P makes the

density positive, and the argument of the polynomial is z. The coefficients of
the polynomial are allowed to be another polynomial of degree Kx in x. The
constant in the polynomial of z is set to 1 for identification. The quantity C
is a normalizing factor to make the density integrating to one, and f~{! is a
normal density of y with conditional mean mx and conditional variance Sx ,
where mx is estimated by using a VAR specification, and Sx is estimated by
using an ARCH specification, which parameterizes Rx . Note that both mx
and Rx depend only on lags of y, that is, the vector x.

The length of the auxiliary model ~i.e., the SNP density! parameter is
determined by the number of lags in the VAR mean specification Lm, lags in
the ARCH specification Lr , lags of x used in constructing the coefficients of
the polynomial Lp, the degree Kz of the polynomial in z, and the degree Kx
of the polynomial in x. The specific choice for these tuning parameters, and,
consequently, the SNP conditional density is made by relying on the BIC
information criterion. Table AI explains how the tuning parameters are linked
to the SNP specification.

Let $ Iyt %t51
n be the observed data, and Ixt21 be the lagged observations.

The sample mean log likelihood function is defined by Ln~u, $ Iyt %t51
n ! 5

~10n!(t51
n log@ f ~ Iyt 6 Ixt21, u!# , where u are the unknown parameters of this

conditional density, which need to be estimated. A quasi-maximum-likelihood
estimator is obtained by

Dun 5 arg max
u

Ln~u, $ Iyt %t51
n !. ~D2!

The dimension of the auxiliary f-model, the length of u, is selected by the
Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion ~BIC! BIC 5 sn~ Du! 1 ~lu02n! log~n!,
where sn~ Du! 5 2Ln~ Du, $ Iyt %t51

n ! is the negative maximized objective function

Table AI

Restrictions Implied by Settings of the Tuning Parameters

Parameter Setting Characterization of $ yt %

Lu 5 0, Lr 5 0, Lp $ 0, Kz 5 0, Kx 5 0 i.i.d. Gaussian
Lu . 0, Lr 5 0, Lp $ 0, Kz 5 0, Kx 5 0 Gaussian VAR
Lu . 0, Lr 5 0, Lp $ 0, Kz . 0, Kx 5 0 Semiparametric VAR
Lu $ 0, Lr . 0, Lp $ 0, Kz 5 0, Kx 5 0 Gaussian ARCH
Lu $ 0, Lr . 0, Lp $ 0, Kz . 0, Kx 5 0 Semiparametric ARCH
Lu $ 0, Lr $ 0, Lp . 0, Kz . 0, Kx . 0 Nonlinear nonparametric
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and lu is the length of the auxiliary model. For greater details regarding
SNP, see Gallant and Tauchen ~1989!.

From the first stage seminonparametric estimates, we obtained the fitted
scores as the moment conditions, mn~ Du! 5 ~10n!(t51

n ~?0?u! log f ~ Iyt 6 Ixt21, Du!.
In the second stage, an SMM-type estimator is implemented in the follow-
ing way. Let $ [yt %t51

N be a long simulation from a candidate value of r, the
parameter vector of the maintained structural model. The auxiliary score
functions can be reevaluated using the simulated data, [mN ~ r, Du! 5
~10N !(t51

N ~?0?u! log f ~ [yt 6 [xt21, Du!, and the minimum chi-square estimator is
simply minimizing the quadratic objective function,

[rn 5 arg min
r

$ [mN ~ r, Du!' EI21 [mN ~ r, Du!%, ~D3!

where the weighting matrix EI21 is estimated by the mean-outer-product
of SNP scores EIn 5 ~10n!(t51

n @~?0?u! log f ~ Iyt 6 Ixt21, Du!# @~?0?u! log f ~ Iyt 6 Ixt21, Du!# '.
Under regularity conditions on the data-generating process, one can show
that the estimator is almost surely convergent and asymptotically normal.
The asymptotic variance can be estimated by its empirical counterpart,

ZVAR~ [r! 5
1

n
@~ ZMn!'~ DIn!21~ ZMn!#21, ~D4!

where M~ r, u! 5 ~?0?r ' !m~ r, u! are the gradients of moment conditions. The
normalized criterion function value in the EMM estimation forms a specifi-
cation test for the overidentifying restrictions

n [mN ~ r, Du!' EI21 [mN ~ r, Du! ; X 2~lu 2 lp!, ~D5!

where the degree of freedom equals lu 2 lp, that is, the number of scores ~i.e.,
moment conditions! in the auxiliary model, lu, less the number of structural
parameters, lp. It is assumed that lp is smaller than lu.
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